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P. G. Wodehouse: A Life in Letters
2013-02-04
the definitive edition of the letters many previously unpublished of
england s greatest comic writer p g wodehouse wrote some of the
greatest comic masterpieces of all time so naturally we find the same
humor and wit in his letters he offers hilarious accounts of living in
england and france the effects of prohibition and how to deal with
publishers he even recounts cricket matches played while in a nazi
internment camp wodehouse wanted to show the stiff upper lip of the
british in the toughest situations over the years wodehouse corresponded
with relatives friends and some of the greatest figures of the twentieth
century agatha christie ira gershwin evelyn waugh george orwell and sir
arthur conan doyle the letters are arranged chronologically with
intersecting sections of biography written by sophie ratcliffe this is the
only book you will need to understand the man behind the characters

My Man Jeeves 2017-02-21
my man jeevesby p g wodehouse

P.G. Wodehouse and Hollywood 2015-01-24
beloved british humorist p g wodehouse produced a wealth of literature
in his lengthy career contributing novels short stories plays lyrics and
essays to the canon of comic writing his work in film and television
included two stints as a screenwriter in hollywood in the 1930s and his
stories have been the basis for more than 150 film and television
productions he also wrote 20 stories and essays about hollywood
satirizing the city and its entertainment magnates this book studies p g
wodehouse s extensive but often overlooked relationship with tinsel town
the book is arranged chronologically covering wodehouse s hollywood
career from his early efforts in silent film to his later contributions in
television to his work adapted posthumously for the screen radio is
covered as well including a discussion of his internment in occupied
france and his brief appearances on german radio reflecting wodehouse s
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international appeal the book covers wodehouse films and television in
england germany sweden and india also included are a comprehensive
detailed list of wodehouse s stories and articles about hollywood and a
complete filmography of motion picture and television works to which he
contributed or which were based on his stories

P.G. Wodehouse: A Portrait of a Master
2012-02-02
the definitive and authorized biography of one of the greatest literary
humorists of all time first published in 1974 now appears in a revised
updated edition

P.G. Wodehouse 1992
the mystery fancier volume 9 number 4 september october 1987
contains a e martin s pell pelham spruiker detective by william f deeck p
g wodehouse as reader of crime stories by w a s sarjeant peter rabe s
daniel port by george tuttle and mystery mosts by jeff banks

The Mystery Fancier (Vol. 9 No. 5)
September-October 1987 2010-08-01
the man with two left feet and other stories is a collection of short stories
by british author p g wodehouse first published in the uk on 8 march
1917this collection of short stories is a good example of early wodehouse
it is here that jeeves makes his first appearance with these unremarkable
words mrs gregson to see you sir years later when jeeves became a
household name wodehouse said he blushed to think of the off hand way
he had treated the man at their first encounter in the story extricating
young gussie we find bertie wooster s redoubtable aunt agatha who had
an eye like a man eating fish and had got amoral suasion down to a fine
point the other stories are also fine vintage wodehouse the romance
between a lovely girl and a would be playwright the rivalry between the
ugly policeman and alf the romeo milkman and the plight of henry in the
title piece the man with two left feet who fell in love with a dance hostess
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Happiest Days 1988
this lavish collection of ever published of the incomparable stories of p g
wodehouse is paired with a complete and hilarious short novel

THE MAN WITH TWO LEFT FEET And Other
Stories - P.G WODEHOUSE 2020-07-06
this meticulously edited collection is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents jeeves wooster series novels
right ho jeeves short stories leave it to jeeves jeeves and the unbidden
guest jeeves and the hard boiled egg absent treatment helping freddie
rallying round old george doing clarence a bit of good the aunt and the
sluggard jeeves takes charge jeeves in the springtime aunt agatha takes
the count scoring off jeeves sir roderick comes to lunch jeeves and the
chump cyril comrade bingo the great sermon handicap the purity of the
turf the metropolitan touch the delayed exit of claude and eustace bingo
and the little woman jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard
boiled egg bertie changes his mind psmith series mike mike and psmith
psmith in the city the prince and betty psmith journalist other novels the
pothunters a prefect s uncle the gold bat the head of kay s love among
the chickens the white feather not george washington the swoop the
intrusion of jimmy the little nugget something new uneasy money
piccadilly jim a damsel in distress the coming of bill indiscretions of
archie the little warrior three men and a maid the adventures of sally the
girl on the boat short story collections tales of st austin s the clicking of
cuthbert the man with two left feet other short stories the politeness of
princes shields and the cricket cup an international affair the guardian a
corner in lines the autograph hunters pillingshot detective when papa
swore in hindustani tom dick and harry disentangling old duggie poems
damon and pythias a romance the haunted tram articles some aspects of
game captaincy an unfinished collection the new advertising the secret
pleasures of reginald my battle with drink in defense of astigmatism
photographers and me a plea for indoor golf the alarming spread of
poetry my life as a dramatic critic
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What Ho! 2001
digicat presents to you this unique and meticulously edited p g
wodehouse collection jeeves wooster series novels right ho jeeves short
stories leave it to jeeves jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the
hard boiled egg absent treatment helping freddie rallying round old
george doing clarence a bit of good the aunt and the sluggard jeeves
takes charge jeeves in the springtime aunt agatha takes the count
scoring off jeeves sir roderick comes to lunch jeeves and the chump cyril
comrade bingo the great sermon handicap the purity of the turf the
metropolitan touch the delayed exit of claude and eustace bingo and the
little woman jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled
egg bertie changes his mind psmith series mike mike and psmith psmith
in the city the prince and betty psmith journalist other novels the
pothunters a prefect s uncle the gold bat the head of kay s love among
the chickens the white feather not george washington the swoop the
intrusion of jimmy the little nugget something new uneasy money
piccadilly jim a damsel in distress the coming of bill indiscretions of
archie the little warrior three men and a maid the adventures of sally the
girl on the boat short story collections tales of st austin s the clicking of
cuthbert the man with two left feet other short stories the politeness of
princes shields and the cricket cup an international affair the guardian a
corner in lines the autograph hunters pillingshot detective when papa
swore in hindustani tom dick and harry disentangling old duggie poems
damon and pythias a romance the haunted tram articles some aspects of
game captaincy an unfinished collection the new advertising the secret
pleasures of reginald my battle with drink in defense of astigmatism
photographers and me a plea for indoor golf the alarming spread of
poetry my life as a dramatic critic

The Most Of P.G. Wodehouse 2000-11
digicat presents to you this unique collection designed and formatted to
the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
jeeves wooster series novels right ho jeeves short stories leave it to
jeeves jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled egg
absent treatment helping freddie rallying round old george doing
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clarence a bit of good the aunt and the sluggard jeeves takes charge
jeeves in the springtime aunt agatha takes the count scoring off jeeves
sir roderick comes to lunch jeeves and the chump cyril comrade bingo
the great sermon handicap the purity of the turf the metropolitan touch
the delayed exit of claude and eustace bingo and the little woman jeeves
and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled egg bertie changes
his mind psmith series mike mike and psmith psmith in the city the
prince and betty psmith journalist other novels the pothunters a prefect s
uncle the gold bat the head of kay s love among the chickens the white
feather not george washington the swoop the intrusion of jimmy the little
nugget something new uneasy money piccadilly jim a damsel in distress
the coming of bill indiscretions of archie the little warrior three men and a
maid the adventures of sally the girl on the boat short story collections
tales of st austin s the clicking of cuthbert the man with two left feet
other short stories the politeness of princes shields and the cricket cup
an international affair the guardian a corner in lines the autograph
hunters pillingshot detective when papa swore in hindustani tom dick and
harry disentangling old duggie poems damon and pythias a romance the
haunted tram articles some aspects of game captaincy an unfinished
collection the new advertising the secret pleasures of reginald my battle
with drink in defense of astigmatism photographers and me a plea for
indoor golf the alarming spread of poetry my life as a dramatic critic

P.G. Wodehouse 1990
good press presents to you this unique collection designed and formatted
to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
jeeves wooster series novels right ho jeeves short stories leave it to
jeeves jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled egg
absent treatment helping freddie rallying round old george doing
clarence a bit of good the aunt and the sluggard jeeves takes charge
jeeves in the springtime aunt agatha takes the count scoring off jeeves
sir roderick comes to lunch jeeves and the chump cyril comrade bingo
the great sermon handicap the purity of the turf the metropolitan touch
the delayed exit of claude and eustace bingo and the little woman jeeves
and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled egg bertie changes
his mind psmith series mike mike and psmith psmith in the city the
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prince and betty psmith journalist other novels the pothunters a prefect s
uncle the gold bat the head of kay s love among the chickens the white
feather not george washington the swoop the intrusion of jimmy the little
nugget something new uneasy money piccadilly jim a damsel in distress
the coming of bill indiscretions of archie the little warrior three men and a
maid the adventures of sally the girl on the boat short story collections
tales of st austin s the clicking of cuthbert the man with two left feet
other short stories the politeness of princes shields and the cricket cup
an international affair the guardian a corner in lines the autograph
hunters pillingshot detective when papa swore in hindustani tom dick and
harry disentangling old duggie poems damon and pythias a romance the
haunted tram articles some aspects of game captaincy an unfinished
collection the new advertising the secret pleasures of reginald my battle
with drink in defense of astigmatism photographers and me a plea for
indoor golf

General Catalogue of Printed Books 1969
this carefully created p g wodehouse collection includes this notable
humorist s greatest novels and satirical short stories this book has been
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for
readability on all devices jeeves wooster series novels right ho jeeves
short stories leave it to jeeves jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and
the hard boiled egg absent treatment helping freddie rallying round old
george doing clarence a bit of good the aunt and the sluggard jeeves
takes charge jeeves in the springtime aunt agatha takes the count
scoring off jeeves sir roderick comes to lunch jeeves and the chump cyril
comrade bingo the great sermon handicap the purity of the turf the
metropolitan touch the delayed exit of claude and eustace bingo and the
little woman jeeves and the unbidden guest jeeves and the hard boiled
egg bertie changes his mind psmith series mike mike and psmith psmith
in the city the prince and betty psmith journalist other novels the
pothunters a prefect s uncle the gold bat the head of kay s love among
the chickens the white feather not george washington the swoop the
intrusion of jimmy the little nugget something new uneasy money
piccadilly jim a damsel in distress the coming of bill indiscretions of
archie the little warrior three men and a maid the adventures of sally the
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girl on the boat short story collections tales of st austin s the clicking of
cuthbert the man with two left feet other short stories the politeness of
princes shields and the cricket cup an international affair the guardian a
corner in lines the autograph hunters pillingshot detective when papa
swore in hindustani tom dick and harry disentangling old duggie poems
damon and pythias a romance the haunted tram articles some aspects of
game captaincy an unfinished collection the new advertising the secret
pleasures of reginald my battle with drink in defense of astigmatism
photographers and me a plea for indoor golf

P. G. WODEHOUSE Ultimate Collection
2023-11-19
while he is best known for his jeeves and bertie wooster stories p g
wodehouse was a prolific writer who penned many other novels stories
and musical comedy libretti the latter of which played an enormous role
in the development of american musical theater this collection re
examines wodehouse in the context of recent scholarship on the
middlebrow attending to his self conscious relationship to the literary
marketplace and his role in moving musical comedy away from
vaudeville s lowbrow associations towards the sophistication of the
wodehouse style the focus on the middlebrow creates a critical context
for serious critical consideration of wodehouse s linguistic playfulness and
his depictions of social class within england the contributors explore
wodehouse s fiction and libretti in reference to philosophy depictions of
masculinity world war i britain the periodical market ideas of englishness
and cultural phenomena such as men s fashion food culture and popular
songwriting taken together the essays draw attention to the arbitrary
divide between high and middlebrow culture and make a case for
wodehouse as a writer whose games with language are in keeping with
modernist experimentation with artistic expression

The Ultimate P. G. Wodehouse Collection
2022-12-10
the man with two left feet by p g wodehouse the man with two left feet is
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the main story from a collection of short stories by british comic writer p
g wodehouse 1881 1975 first published in the uk on 8 march 1917 by
methuen co london and in the us on 1 february 1933 by a l burt and co
new york all the stories had previously appeared in periodicals usually
the strand magazine in the uk and the red book magazine or the
saturday evening post in the us

The Greatest Works of P. G. Wodehouse
2023-12-27
the man with two left feet and other stories by p g wodehouse short
stories the man with two left feet and other stories is a collection of short
stories by british comic writer p g wodehouse 1881 1975 first published
in the uk on 8 march 1917 all the stories had previously appeared in
periodicals usually the strand magazine in the uk and the red book
magazine or the saturday evening post in the us it is a fairly
miscellaneous collection most of the stories concern relationships sports
and household pets and do not feature any of wodehouse s regular
characters one however extricating young gussie is notable for the first
appearance in print of two of wodehouse s best known characters jeeves
and his master bertie wooster although bertie s surname isn t given and
jeeves s role is very small and bertie s fearsome aunt agatha contents bill
the bloodhound extricating young gussie wilton s holiday the mixer i the
mixer ii crowned heads at geisenheimer s the making of mac s one touch
of nature black for luck the romance of an ugly policeman a sea of
troubles the man with two left feet

The Essential Works of P. G. Wodehouse
2023-12-02
an english comic novelist and short story writer p g wodehouse is best
known as the creator of the young bachelor bertie wooster and his
effortlessly superior manservant jeeves wodehouse penned over 90
books and secured a devoted readership across the world his first
success came as a writer of public school stories based on his own
childhood experiences most notably introducing the strikingly original
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character psmith these were followed by light romances but in 1913 with
the publication of the first blandings castle novel something new he
turned to farce which became his preferred genre of work wodehouse is
celebrated for his scholarly command of the english sentence blended
with vivid far fetched imagery and the uproarious slang of the late
edwardian era his novels feature highly complicated plots and hilarious
situations revealing the hand of a master humorist this comprehensive
ebook offers the most complete edition possible of p g wodehouse with
numerous illustrations rare texts informative introductions and the usual
delphi bonus material version 2 beautifully illustrated with images
relating to wodehouse s life and works concise introductions to the major
works all 31 novels in the us public domain with individual contents
tables features rare novels appearing for the first time in digital
publishing including sam the sudden one of the author s personal
favourites both versions of the first blandings castle novel something new
and something fresh images of how the books were first published giving
your ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the texts
rare uncollected short stories available in no other ebook special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories easily
locate the stories you want to read features a selection of wodehouse s
musical dramas includes wodehouse s non fiction book louder and
funnier with numerous essays and articles ordering of texts into
chronological order and genres updated with two novels and two short
story collections now available in the us public domain for the first time
contents the novels the pothunters 1902 a prefect s uncle 1903 the gold
bat 1904 william tell told again 1904 the head of kay s 1905 love among
the chickens 1906 the white feather 1907 not george washington 1907
the swoop 1909 mike 1909 a gentleman of leisure 1910 psmith in the city
1910 the prince and betty 1912 the little nugget 1913 psmith journalist
1915 something new 1915 something fresh 1915 uneasy money 1916
piccadilly jim 1918 a damsel in distress 1919 the coming of bill 1920 jill
the reckless 1921 indiscretions of archie 1921 the girl on the boat 1922
the adventures of sally 1922 the inimitable jeeves 1923 leave it to psmith
1923 bill the conqueror 1924 sam the sudden 1925 the small bachelor
1927 money for nothing 1928 the short story collections tales of st austin
s 1903 the man upstairs 1914 the man with two left feet 1917 my man
jeeves 1919 the clicking of cuthbert 1922 ukridge 1924 carry on jeeves
1925 the heart of a goof 1926 meet mr mulliner 1927 uncollected short
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stories the short stories list of short stories in chronological order list of
short stories in alphabetical order the musicals have a heart 1913 oh lady
lady 1918 the non fiction louder and funnier 1932

The Collected Works of P. G. Wodehouse
2023-12-16
百に及ぶウッドハウスの全小説中もっとも複雑で凝りに凝ったプロットを持ち 英国ウッドハウス協会元会長をして 全作品中のベスト と
言わしめた傑作長編小説 絶好調ユーモア シリーズ第8弾

Middlebrow Wodehouse 2017-05-15
a collection of short stories the man with two left feet and other stories
by p g wodehouse the man with two left feet and other stories is a
collection of short stories by british comic writer p g wodehouse 1881
1975 first published in the uk on 8 march 1917 by methuen co london
and in the us on 1 february 1933 by a l burt and co new york all the
stories had previously appeared in periodicals usually the strand
magazine in the uk and the red book magazine or the saturday evening
post in the us it is a fairly miscellaneous collection most of the stories
concern relationships sports and household pets and do not feature any
of wodehouse s regular characters one however extricating young gussie
is notable for the first appearance in print of two of wodehouse s best
known characters jeeves and his master bertie wooster although bertie s
surname isn t given and jeeves s role is very small and bertie s fearsome
aunt agatha contents bill the bloodhound extricating young gussie wilton
s holiday the mixer i the mixer ii crowned heads at geisenheimer s the
making of mac s one touch of nature black for luck the romance of an
ugly policeman a sea of troubles the man with two left feet

Greatest Stories of P. G. Wodehouse
2020-07-02
jill the reckless is a novel by p g wodehouse first published in the united
states on october 8 1920 by george h doran new york under the title the
little warrior and in the united kingdom by herbert jenkins london on 4
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july 1921 it was serialised in collier s us between 10 april and 28 august
1920 in maclean s canada between 1 august and 15 november 1920 in
both cases as the little warrior and as jill the reckless in the grand
magazine uk from september 1920 to june 1921 the heroine here jill
mariner is a sweet natured and wealthy young woman who at the
opening is engaged to a knighted mp sir derek underhill we follow her
through financial disaster an adventure with a parrot a policeman and the
colourful proletariat a broken engagement an awkward stay with some
grasping relatives employment as a chorus girl and the finding of true
love other characters include wealthy dimwitted clubman freddie rooke a
precursor of bertie wooster ruggedly attractive writer wally mason both
of these childhood friends of jill s her financially inept uncle major
christopher selby and sir derek s domineering mother lady underhill jill s
unpleasant relatives in long island new york elmer julia and tibby mariner
drones club member algy martyn various chorus girls composers and
other theatrical types and miscellaneous servants george bevan
composer hero of wodehouse s previous work a damsel in distress
receives a passing mention as does an unspecified member of the
threepwood family the dust jacket of the uk first edition published by
herbert jenkins was designed by edmund blampied we are delighted to
publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library collection
many of the books in our collection have been out of print for decades
and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim of
our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir
of literature and our view is that this is a significant literary work which
deserves to be brought back into print after many decades the contents
of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been scanned from
the original works to ensure a high quality product each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided
by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible
to ownership of the original work we hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience

The Man with Two Left Feet 2016-10-15
jeeves wooster most enjoyable characters ever invented bertie wooster a
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young gentleman with a distinctive blend of airy nonchalance and refined
gormlessness and jeeves his improbably well informed and talented valet
wooster is a bachelor a minor aristocrat and member of the idle rich he
and his friends who are mainly members of the drones club are
extricated from all manner of societal misadventures by the
indispensable valet gentleman s personal gentleman jeeves the stories
are set in the united kingdom and the united states in the 1930s

The Man with Two Left Feet 2016-07-02
the funniest writer ever to put words to paper hugh laurie from his early
days wodehouse adored cricket and references to the game run like a
golden thread though his writings he not only wrote about this glorious
british pastime but also played it well appearing six times at lords where
his first captain was sir arthur conan doyle illustrated with wonderful
drawings and contemporary score sheets wodehouse at the wicket is the
first ever compendium of wodehouse s writings on cricket edited by
cricket historian murray hedgcock this delightful book also contains
fascinating facts about wodehouse s cricketing career and how it is
reflected in his work the perfect gift for wodehouse readers and fans of
all things cricket you don t analyse such sunlit perfection you just bask in
its warmth and splendour stephen fry immersed in a p g wodehouse book
it s possible to keep the real world at bay and live in a far far nicer
funnier one where happy endings are the order of the day marian keyes
the greatest comic writer ever douglas adams p g wodehouse should be
prescribed to treat depression cheaper more effective than valium and
far far more addictive olivia williams

P. G. Wodehouse 1967
the maid of the title is red haired dog loving wilhelmina billie bennet and
the three men are bream mortimer a long time friend and admirer of
billie eustace hignett a lily livered poet who is engaged to billie at the
opening of the tale and sam marlowe eustace s dashing cousin who falls
for billie at first sight
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Delphi Collected Works of P. G. Wodehouse
(Illustrated) 2021-01-23
impetuous and headstrong is tara princess of helium and daughter of
john carter tara meets prince gahan of gathol and is initially unimpressed
viewing him as something of a popinjay later she takes her flier into a
storm and loses control of the craft and the storm carries her to an
unfamiliar region of barsoom after landing and fleeing from a pack of
ferocious banths martian lions she is captured by the horrific kaldanes
who resemble large heads with small crab like legs the kaldanes have
bred a symbiotic race of headless human like creatures called rykors
which they can attach themselves to and ride like a horse while
imprisoned tara manages to win over one of the kaldanes ghek with her
lovely singing voice fifth of his barsoom series burroughs began writing it
in january 1921 and the finished story was first published in argosy all
story weekly as a six part serial in the issues for february 18 and 25 and
march 4 11 18 and 25 1922 it was later published as a complete novel by
a c mcclurg in november 1922 a golf collection the oldest member knows
everything that has ever happened on the golf course and a great deal
more besides take the story of cuthbert for instance he s helplessly in
love with adeline but what use are his holes in one when she s in thrall to
culture and prefers rising young writers to winners of the french open but
enter a great russian novelist with a strange passion and cuthbert s
prospects are transformed then look at what happens to young mitchell
holmes who misses short putts because of the uproar of the butterflies in
the adjoining meadows his career seems on the skids but can golf
redeem it in this collection the kindly but shrewd gaze of the oldest
member picks out some of the funniest stories wodehouse ever wrote a
daughter he replied only a little younger than carthoris and barring one
the fairest thing that ever breathed the thin air of dying mars only dejah
thoris her mother could be more beautiful than tara of helium for a
moment he fingered the chessmen idly we have a game on mars similar
to chess he said very similar and there is a race there that plays it grimly
with men and naked swords we call the game jetan it is played on a
board like yours except that there are a hundred squares and we use
twenty pieces on each side i never see it played without thinking of tara
of helium and what befell her among the chessmen of barsoom would
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you like to hear her story i said that i would and so he told it to me and
now i shall try to re tell it for you as nearly in the words of the warlord of
mars as i can recall them but in the third person if there be
inconsistencies and errors let the blame fall not upon john carter but
rather upon my faulty memory where it belongs it is a strange tale and
utterly barsoomian

ジーヴスと恋の季節 2007-12-01
in this superlative selection of p g wodehouse s writing some of the most
inspired comic creations ever to find themselves on the printed page are
assembled in one essential volume

Jill the reckless, by p.g. wodehouse
2016-01-18
book 1 enter the world of comedic misadventures with my man jeeves by
p g wodehouse wodehouse s collection introduces readers to the witty
and resourceful jeeves as he navigates the absurdities of the upper class
society enjoy a series of humorous tales featuring the bumbling bertie
wooster and his indispensable valet jeeves book 2 continue the laughter
with right ho jeeves by p g wodehouse in this installment bertie wooster
finds himself entangled in a series of comedic predicaments with jeeves
at his side the duo navigates the eccentricities of friends and family
ensuring that chaos turns into hilarity in the best wodehousian fashion
book 3 immerse yourself in the timeless charm of the inimitable jeeves
by p g wodehouse wodehouse s collection of jeeves stories showcases
the brilliance of jeeves s problem solving skills and the humorous
escapades of bertie wooster from romantic entanglements to comical
misunderstandings these tales capture the essence of wodehouse s
signature wit and charm

The Man with Two Left Feet 2018-05-05
jill the reckless is a novel by p g wodehouse first published in the united
states on october 8 1920 he heroine here jill mariner is a sweet natured
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and wealthy young woman who at the opening is engaged to a knighted
mp sir derek underhill we follow her through financial disaster an
adventure with a parrot a policeman and the colourful proletariat a
broken engagement an awkward stay with some grasping relatives
employment as a chorus girl and the finding of true love

Jill the Reckless 2014-01
美智子様もお気に入りの傑作ユーモア ミステリー いまも世界中で愛される ジーヴズ の傑作選 時は20世紀初頭のロンドン 気はいい
が少しおつむのゆるい金持ち青年バーティには 厄介ごとが盛りだくさん 親友ビンゴには浮かれた恋の片棒を担がされ アガサ叔母は
次々面倒な縁談を持ってくる だがバーティには嫌みなほど優秀な執事がついていた どんな難題もそつなく解決する彼の名は ジーヴズ
世界的ユーモア小説の傑作選

Jeeves & Wooster 2008-04
there are not many characters in literature more famous or cherished
than jeeves and bertie wooster they feature in nearly 100 tomes which
taken together make their creator sir pelham greville wodehouse among
the most eminent and best loved writers of comedy in the english
language but what of the man himself frances donaldson who first met
wodehouse in 1921 was given unique access to his most important
private papers from his blissful school days and his love affair with
hollywood to his time as a prisoner of war and his final years in america
donaldson s definitive biography paints a luminous and affectionate
portrait of the man known to his friends as plum

My Man Jeeves; Jeeves; PG Wodehouse
2012-11-30
p g wodehouse was one of the greatest humorists in english literature
wodehouse was a very prolific writer and his comic novels and short
stories are still widely adored by readers today especially those centering
around legendary characters such as jeeves bertie wooster and psmith
this is a collection of fifteen short stories published in 1917 most of the
stories have themes of relationships sports and household pets this
collection is also notable for the short story extricating young gussie
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which introduced readers to jeeves and bertie wooster we are delighted
to publish this classic book as part of our extensive classic library
collection many of the books in our collection have been out of print for
decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the
aim of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast
reservoir of literature and our view is that this is a significant literary
work which deserves to be brought back into print after many decades
the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic library have been
scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each
title has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has
been guided by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close
as possible to ownership of the original work we hope that you will enjoy
this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience

Wodehouse At The Wicket 2014-10-24

Three Men and a Maid 1981

P.G. Wodehouse 2021-01-01

The Clicking Of Cuthbert By P.G.
Wodehouse 1979

The British Library General Catalogue of
Printed Books to 1975 2001-01-01

What Ho! 2024-06-24
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Collection of the Best Works of P. G.
Wodehouse's Jeeves Series: [My Man
Jeeves by P. G. Wodehouse/ Right Ho,
Jeeves by P. G. Wodehouse/ The Inimitable
Jeeves by P. G. Wodehouse] 2020-03-03

Jill The Reckless 2011-05-10

ジーヴズの事件簿　才智縦横の巻 2001

P.G. Wodehouse 2018-04-03

The Man with Two Left Feet, and Others
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